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HAVE YOU TRIED

Warm bamboo
massage
Using bamboo sticks which are gently
heated, this massage treatment is
deep, effective and relaxing

Always
seek advice
Only use alongside
standard medical care
and not as an alternative.
Consult your GP or other
health professional for
medical attention
and advice.
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hat could be more
appealing on a cold
winter’s day than the
thought of having a massage that uses
warm sticks to stretch the muscles
and soothe away any aches and pains?
Believed to originate from Southeast
Asia, warm bamboo massage is
carried out using bamboo sticks of
varying lengths and widths, which
are either hollow or made from steampressed bamboo canes to produce
solid, smooth sticks. The bamboo is
used in place of the hands, providing
a deeper, firmer full-body massage.
During the treatment, longer, thicker
bamboo sticks are used on the larger
muscle groups, such as those found in
the back and thighs, with the therapist
using gliding and rolling movements
on pre-oiled skin. Shorter, thinner
sticks are then used to treat smaller
muscles, for example in the hands and
feet, and to do more targeted work.
“The sticks can be used at room
temperature, but applying warm
bamboo allows for a much deeper,
more stimulating massage, as the heat
penetrates the soft tissue and helps
the muscles to relax more quickly,”
says Michele Broom (zencalma.co.uk),
an FHT member who has been
practising bamboo massage for more
than eight years. “Your therapist will
adapt the pressure and techniques

used throughout the treatment, using
the bamboo to stretch and relax every
muscle in the body, and literally ‘work
out’ any built-up tension and knots.”
As well as being used as part of
a ‘standalone’ therapy, some therapists
incorporate bamboo into other
treatments, such as reflexology, or
as part of an onsite massage, applying
the bamboo through clothing.
“While it’s great for addressing
muscular tension, warm bamboo
massage is extremely relaxing and
also helps to boost circulation,” says
Michele. “This can be useful in the
colder weather, when we tend to be
less active and our body systems are
a little more sluggish than usual.”
In addition, warm bamboo massage
is said to enhance the skin’s tone,
but it is not clear if this is due to the
detoxifying effects of a boosted
circulatory system or the silica present
in bamboo, which is reputed to keep
the skin, hair and nails supple.
Sessions typically last an hour
and cost £40 to £100, depending on
the location, length of treatment
and seniority of the practitioner.
The Federation of Holistic Therapists
( f ht.org.uk) is the UK’s leading
professional association for
complementary, holistic beauty
and sports therapists.

Five benefits
of warm bamboo
massage

1

Warm bamboo massage is
a great form of deep tissue
massage and excellent for
addressing muscular tension.
When applied to the neck, back
and shoulders, it can help
to reduce discomfort in these
areas, and tension headaches.

2

The treatment can
be beneficial for joint
problems as it improves
circulation and helps to deliver
nutrients to both the joint
and surrounding soft tissue.

3

Warm bamboo massage
doesn’t just have physical
benefits – it is also said to
energise and strengthen
the mind and spirit.

4

Are you a keen runner
or cyclist? This massage
is great for easing tired
and aching legs.

5

Enhancing circulation
and improving lymphatic
drainage also helps the body
to eliminate toxins.
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